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Abstract—This research aims at developing an e-spelling system supported 
by effective multimedia technique of sign language and finger spelling. However 
the aimed system should enhance the hearing disability for the Deaf student so he 
can enter his desired paragraph then the spelling process could be accomplished 
in two stages, the first stage is the word spelling which translates each word into 
the corresponding sign language video clip (MPEG video cut). Then stopping 
message appears asking the Deaf student to move to the second stage of translat-
ing. The second stage is the letter spelling which translates the current translated 
word (in sign language) into finger spelling letter by letter in sequence. Both 
stages of spelling are controlled by the Deaf student. After completing translation 
of that word into alphabets finger spelling, the next word would be translated 
into the corresponding sign language video clip. The system has been showed/
tried by some experts to get the valuable feedback from them. As final result it is 
expected that Deaf students can improve their skills in English reading when they 
practice, drill and repeat the translating and spelling process of various English 
sentences and words.

Keywords—e-Learning modules, deaf, ASL one-hand American alphabets 
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1 Introduction

Deaf students communicate external sources via visual perception sense. Visual 
multimedia approach can compensate the audio learning sources. Idea of the current 
research represents development of an effective Multi-Modes system to translate all 
the activities of the audio spelling reading skills into the corresponding visual objects. 
For words translate each word to the corresponding sign language clip, for the letter 
to translate the concern letter into the corresponding one hand alphabet finger spell-
ing. As per the previous approach the authors planned to develop the system into two 
sequential stages “which would be illustrated by details in the next few pages” from the 
first word in the sentence, the word is translated into the corresponding sing language 
clip, then the Deaf student manually hit to next action, it is translating the word letter 
by letter into finger spelling. The authors tried to create effective control by the Deaf 
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student word by word and letter by letter. Thus it is expected an active tracing by the 
Deaf student on the spelling and reading skills.

2 Related work

Some selected related work has been considered because those researches have direct 
relation with the contents of the current paper. The related papers are listed below:

 i. Karim Q. Hussein, “Evaluating an e-Dictionary for Hearing Impaired Persons 
Through Case Study (The Effective Role of Speech Visualization Multimedia),” 
This paper presents an applied e-dictionary which translates any text into multiple 
modes of communication (sign language and finger spelling simultaneously). To 
evaluate the dictionary a case study of real HI students used this dictionary, many 
sessions were held in school of deaf and dumb and a valuable feedback obtained 
from these experiments [7].

 ii. Dr. Karim Q. Hussein, “DEVELOPING AND EVALUATING A MULTIPLE TASK 
ARABIC E-DICTIONARY FOR ARAB DEAF PERSONS” The author tried to 
develop effective dictionary for Arab Deaf persons. The dictionary can translate the 
word into its corresponding sign language. However simultaneously the word under 
translation is displayed with different color, size and underlining. Thus the deaf 
person can trace process of translation. Besides effects on the word under process, 
the corresponding meaning in English language is displayed too. some selected case 
studies of run-out screens have been displayed and describe the needful details so as 
to explain the mechanism of the dictionary [8].

iii. Dr. Karim Q Hussein, “AUTHORING SYSTEM OF DRILL & PRACTICE 
ELEARNING MODULES FOR HEARING IMPAIRED STUDENTS”, Hearing 
Impaired (HI) persons need to keep on practicing and repeating their lessons as well 
as their exercises. Teaching methodology of HI students differ than normal students. 
HI students need to be involved in practicing more and more using their modes of 
visual communication like sign language to cover their audio disability. Teaching 
methodology of HI students recommends demonstration and repeating with slow 
presentations of instructional material. A teacher displays his lesson directly face to 
face without visual noise. More reinforcement and encouragement to HI students, 
fun & enjoyment should be strongly included in the e-lessons as well as continuous 
interaction between teacher and HI students. As per previous factors the decision 
of researchers is to develop Drill & Practice (D&P) e-learning modules (eLMs) for 
selected topics like Mathematics. D&P eLMs of Mathematics for HI persons would 
be the case study of this research including Developing & Evaluating [14].

 iv. Dr. Karim Q. Hussein, Dr. Maha A. Al-Bayati, “Comparative Study Between e-One 
Hand Finger Spelling and e-Sign Language for Hearing Impaired Persons Regard-
ing Day-to-Day Activities Using an Object Oriented Approach”.

Day-to-day activities are important tasks for Hearing Impaired (HI) persons, par-
ticularly when HI persons communicate with others for normal life activities. To 
develop a modern technology through software development supporting HI persons 
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is a challenge, because many factors affect such development like visual multimedia 
components, software engineering fundamentals, e-Learning principals for HI stu-
dents, strategies of teaching HI students, modes of communication HI students, visual 
programming application as well as Object Oriented Approach. However, in the cur-
rent research, the authors tried to consider all the previous factors so as to develop 
two different e-learning systems for HI students. The first is to simulate real world 
One-Hand-Finger Spelling (OHFS), and the second simulates Sing Language (SL), 
then applying three experiments for both systems on real HI class school. Results of 
the experiments were discussed accordingly. However, HI persons communicate one 
another through multiple kinds of communication like Lip Movement Reading, OHFS, 
Two Hands Finger Spelling and SL. In the two computer systems, Database system 
for displaying related video cuts and linking them with words is used. Around 3000 
video cuts have been used with corresponding multimedia components via Visual Basic 
coding, about OHFS. Also similar Database System connected 54 images for OHFS to 
display spelling of images for each letter in the word by sequence. About Day-to-Day 
activities, common and most usable activities have been considered to be selected from 
the vocabulary of video cuts. An Object Oriented Approach is considered strongly to 
allocate each similar word in selected class. Five students have tried the two systems 
and tested three major experiments; However, results have been booked and analyzed 
accordingly. Final conclusion approved the efficiency of SL, the successful O.O.A in 
teaching SL and OHFS for HI students as well as both are friendly learning tools [15].

3 Problem statement

The problem could be represented by the following three questions:

 i. How the Deaf student can understand all words into related sign language clips?
 ii. How Deaf student can understand and represent all English letters into correspond-

ing American Spelling Language (ASL) finger spelling?
iii. As per the previous questions, the main problem could be formed as: How the Deaf 

student can improve and modify his skills in spelling and reading English sentences 
and texts by practicing the system?

4 Objective of research

The research aims at:

 i. Developing a multi-mode of translation process for any word, and sentence into the 
corresponding sign language clip for the each word and corresponding one hand 
finger spelling for each letter in the translated word.

 ii. Applying the system in translating and spelling an experimental selected paragraph.
iii. Evaluating the system by showing/trying the experimental spelling samples by the 

experts in order to discuss their valuable feedback.
 iv. Because the Multi-Mode e-Learning system is designed to cover all categories 

of the Deaf. therefore two modes of communication have been considered in this 
research.
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5 Translation technique of the system

Two types of visual multimedia techniques are used as shown:

 i) Around 3000 different video clips of sign language which cover mostly the com-
mon/public words in English language. If the word is not present in the vocabulary 
of sign language clips then that word is translated into finger spelling clips.

ii) 42 Image files which cover all alphabets of English letters as well as numbers and 
special samples like >, <, %, &, @, (, etc.

6 Presentation of run-out forms of the system

In the next few pages the sequential process of translation of selected English sen-
tence would be displayed to show by details the stages, tracing and mechanism of the 
system.

Video cut

of the word

Finger

spelling

of the word

Fig. 1. 1st form, the deaf student enters his sentence to be translated and spelled
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Fig. 2. 2nd form, the word the is to be translated into video cut corresponding 
then into letter by letter

The video clip of the

word is displayed here,

word by word

in sequence. 

The picture file

of the letter in the word

is displayed here,

The word is displayed

via letter by letter

in sequence  

Fig. 3. 3rd form, the word the is to be translated into letter by letter in sequence
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Fig. 4. 4th form, letter spelling stage for the word the letter by letter in sequence (h)

Fig. 5. 5th form. video cut of the word deaf
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Fig. 6. 6th form. one hand finger spelling of the word Deaf

Fig. 7. 7th form. video cut of the word clever
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Fig. 8. 8th form. one hand finger spelling of the word clever (v)

7 Analysis and discussion of comments of experts

The system has been tried by some experts. Some of them are professional in English 
language teaching and others are professional in education of special needs and one of 
them is specialized in computer science.

The authors summarized the feedback of the experts as shown:

1. The system is easy to be used by Deaf students.
2. The experts were interesting while they were practicing spelling process. As a result 

we can expect such system to be friendly learning to the Deaf student.
3. The system offers multiple modes of spelling method. Therefore it is expected to 

cover all categories of Deaf students.
4. Some experts asked if we can link lip movement video clips spelling. Actually the 

authors tried their best to obtain such software dictionary but according to their 
survey there is no available free lip movement software to be considered.

5. Some experts asked if the system could be published as a free web sit in the inter-
net. This is a nice suggestion so that to universal learning tool for the Deaf. But it 
could be as future work.

6. Some experts confirmed the idea of drill and practice and more reparations could 
improve the skills of the Deaf students in English language particularly in reading 
words and sentences.
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7. Some experts asked if there is facility of displaying the picture of the word under 
process of sign language translation. Deaf students depend completely on the visual 
features of word.

8. Some experts suggested to link an e-exam section so that Deaf student can test 
himself and evaluate his progress in reading skills.

9. Some experts suggested another e-spelling enhancing the current e-spelling system. 
That suggested e-spelling system is to be in opposite to the current e-spelling. It is 
to display the sign action of video cut, then Deaf would be asked to write the source 
word of that cut. Also to display the picture of the finger spelling of the letter and 
the Deaf student must write the letter of that picture file.

10. Some experts reconfirmed the successful effective role of visual multimedia in rep-
resentations the meaning action of the word as well as the letters in each word.

11. An expert suggested to evaluate the system using Neural Network in matching 
between Dataset video clips and entry words to the system.

8 Conclusion

The authors summarized their conclusion as shown:

1. The system realizes effective friendly tool for the Deaf students to improve their 
skills in English reading.

2. Multimedia techniques of translating and spelling processes are successfully rep-
resent the audio/oral letters, words and sentences into their corresponding visual 
multimedia features of pictures and video clips. Therefore the system technically 
realizes his goals.

3. Due to the previous comments of experts and the facilities of the system to offer 
multiple modes of e-spelling, word by word spelling and letter by letter spelling. 
Therefore it is expected that this s-spelling system can support requirements of all 
categories of Deaf students to support and modify their skills in English language.

4. As per the above items and comments of Experts, we can insure that such system 
motivates Deaf students to carry out learning, translating and spelling via computer, 
thus we can say that the system helps in enhancing self-confidence of Deaf students.

5. Due to discussion of viewpoints of experts, Interface of screens were interesting and 
friendly, Thus Deaf students would be enjoyed on using the experimental modules.

6. It is important that the e-Learning systems for Deaf students can offer multiple 
modes of communications; because there are multiple categories of Deaf persons, 
each category has its own requirements for communication with each other. Lip 
movements reading was not covered in this research because the authors could not 
obtain the dataset of video cuts for lip movements reading.
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9 Future works and recommendation

1. As per the suggestions of some experts it is planned to publish this system as free 
instructional web site for reason of universal benefits.

2. As future work it is recommended to add the lip movement reading spelling to the 
couple of modes of communication (finger spelling and sign language).

3. A character’s real voice in the video clips of sign language, his sign language action 
and lip movement can together present an ideal environment for HI student so that 
HI student can enhance an improve his skills in English reading. This is a success-
ful suggestion to modify the system. But the problem that the original source of 
Indian sign language dictionary is free from voice of characters. Therefore it is 
highly recommended to link the real voice of the characters of any future work 
regarding sign language vocabulary.

4. As future work it is suggested to add the picture of the word which is under pro-
cess of translation into sign language video clip. So we must add new vocabulary 
includes around 3000 picture files and modify the source coding of the e-spelling 
system so that to display the picture besides the video cut. It mean that the video 
clip of the word and the picture which disrobes the meaning of the that word must 
be displayed simultaneously.

5. The authors recommended to apply this effective system for primary Deaf schools 
or even pre-primary schools particularly for Deaf students who learn English as 
first language.

6. Due to the accelerate developing in Mobile Computing, The authors suggest to 
develop the current project into Mobile Cloud Application using Android (XML 
for GUI, interface and JAVA for application coding with Cloud Technology to meet 
requirements of Big Data for thousands of MPEG Video Cuts).

7. Using ANN or CNN as a modern technique to analyze the Dataset (Training and 
Testing) then prediction of the entry words.

8. About dataset, the authors recommended in the future work, the researcher may 
try to create his own dataset to meet the needful status of the Deaf in the society of 
study.

9. As an idea of future work, the authors suggested to develop chatting system between 
Deaf persons and normal persons, using mobile cloud system. All modern theories 
ensure not to isolate disabled people in their own committees. Deaf people must be 
merged with their corresponding normal persons, chatting system using real time 
mobile cloud techniques can achieve that target. Deaf chat using sign language as 
well as one hand finger spelling in the other side normal person can chat in real 
time using his own oral speech aspect. It a matter of challenge but it an excellent 
plan for research.

10. Develop a 3D character to take the role of real time translation for sign language. It 
is important plan for research.
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